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OTOK KRK - Ekskluzivna urbana vila s bazenom, Krk, House

Seller Info

Name: Agencija Dux nekretnine

E-mail: info@dux-nekretnine.hr

First Name: Agencija

Last Name: Dux nekretnine

Company

Name:

DUX NEKRETNINE d.o.o.

Service Type: Selling and renting

Country: Croatia

Region: Primorsko-goranska županija

City: Rijeka

ZIP code: 51000

Address: Tizianova 8

Mobile: 385 91 480 8808

Phone: 385 51 518 174

About us: Dux nekretnine agency operates

with the aim of raising the

quality of real estate brokerage

to a higher level of

professionalism and mutual

satisfaction of the parties with

which it cooperates. How do we

do that? We approach each

client humanely and

professionally in order to

facilitate one of the biggest and

most important decisions in life

- buying real estate.

Our offer includes a wide range

of high quality and very

attractive properties in the

Kvarner, Istria, islands and

wider surroundings in order to

satisfy the refined tastes of our

longtime customers. The

buying and selling process

takes place at the highest level

of quality with our reliability

and commitment to each

individual client. Our job is not

done until we see a smile on the

faces of clients. And even then

because we like to stay in touch
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even after the contract is signed

- because our mission is more

than just a job.

Listing details

Common

Title: OTOK KRK - Ekskluzivna urbana vila s bazenom

Property for: Sale

House type: detached

Property area: 280 m²

Lot Size: 672 m²

Number of Floors: 2

Bedrooms: 4

Bathrooms: 4

Price: 2,000,000.00 €

Updated: Jun 15, 2024

Condition

Newbuild: yes

Built: 2021

Location

Country: Croatia

State/Region/Province: Primorsko-goranska županija

City: Krk

City area: Krk

ZIP code: 51500

Permits

Building permit: yes

Description

Description: ISLAND OF KRK, BAŠKA - Urban villa with pool Beautiful urban designer villa

fully and luxuriously equipped with all the details that will meet the highest

standards with its interior and exterior. The villa consists of three floors. In the

basement there is a playroom with TV, wellness (Finnish sauna, jacuzzi, shower)

fitness, boiler room with pool engine room and heat pumps brand Daikin x2 pcs.

for underfloor heating and underfloor cooling, storage, laundry with washing

machine and dryer. An internal and external staircase leads to the ground floor.

The ground floor has a toilet, living room and kitchen with dining area which

opens onto a spacious semi-covered terrace and pool. Next to the house there is an

outdoor covered kitchen with a gas grill and a space for socializing. The first floor

consists of 4 bedrooms with private bathrooms. The entire floor exudes

contemporary elegance in an industrial style. Two rooms have access to a beautiful
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and long balcony with a view of nature and greenery. The complete villa is

decorated with top quality materials and an irresistible combination of slightly cool

colors that are additionally insulated with wooden elements and warm details that

make this interior wonderful. A special feature of this property, in addition to top

quality materials and luxury, are the glass walls with low-profile frames that allow

contact between the interior and the outside space. The staircase is fitted with a

fixer-glass wall, the third largest in HR. The villa has low temperature underfloor

heating and cooling using heat pumps and fan coilers (3.5kW) in each of the 4

rooms plus 3 in the living room (10kw). Heating and cooling regulation separately

for each room and each floor with its own thermostats. Custom made stairs and

dining table, chandeliers, custom made sauna and hot tube in the wellness room,

Schuco fixed and bathroom joinery, ave sliding walls by Otima minimal frame,

leather set Natuzzi, kitchen Dan Kucheni boiler room 80% made of copper and

almost 100% isolated. Pool technique includes Hugo Lame countercurrent

swimming, massage jets, electrolysis with salt. The pool is designed as an

overflow so that it has an automatic water replenishment. Filter cleaning is also

automatic (pressure regulated). A water clarification system is installed. The pool

is heated by its own heat pump and is covered with an "in ground" roller shutter

cover (withstands between 20 and 30 kg). The complete interior ceramics and

facade ceramics are from the renowned Italian manufacturer IMOLA. Outdoor and

pool ceramics of one of the best Spanish suppliers of pool ceramics ROSA

GRESS. The lawn is irrigated with a sprinkler system and drip irrigation (for

plants). The horticulture is beautifully designed; palm trees, bonzai olives, cedar

were planted. Garden lighting is automatic via Foto-oko with the possibility of

limiting the length of lighting work. All rooms are equipped with a TV with

antenna, satellite and IPTV connection. Ventilated ceramic facade. Solar system

with overheating protection system (Vismann, patented self-dimming). Apart from

the fact that the ceramic façade visually fits perfectly into the space with its

beauty, the reason for the choice also lies in its resistance to climatic and other

mechanical influences. It has 4 outdoor covered parking spaces. Solar panels are

installed on the roof terrace and there is a possibility of making a roof terrace

overlooking the sea. The new owners will enjoy taking full advantage of such

luxuriously equipped villas. For all additional information call agent Andrea Linić

Kundija +385 98 138 4302 Dear clients, agency commission is charged in

accordance with the General Terms and Conditions:

www.dux-nekretnine.hr/opci-uvjeti-poslovanja ID CODE: 10514

Additional contact info

Reference Number: 577713

Agency ref id: 10514
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